
H5768F8RL
Classical Finial Fountain (8pc)

STAGE 1 
Locate a suitable site for your Classical Finial Fountain.
Site should be level and provide a pleasing viewing angle.

NOTE: this is a tall vertical sculpture and care should be
taken to provide a level surface before assembly is started,
as a slight angle will be noticeable and can affect the
fountains water action.

STAGE 2 
Locate the 7773 Extra Large Fern Base in the cente
of your site with the cord notch closest to your power
source. Level as necessary.

STAGE 3 
Thread the 1"x 8" stand pipe into the 6772
extra large classical bowl. Pass the power
cord down through the stand pipe leaving
approx 10-12" of cord inside the bowl.
Install a rubber stopper over the power cord
and insert it into the top of the stand pipe.
The rubber stopper has a slit in it. Spead
the stopper apart at the slit and slide
the cord into the hole in the centre of
the stopper.

STAGE 4 
Place the extra large classical bowl
on the extra large fern base while
passing the power cord down through
the base and out through the notch.
Centre and level as necessary. 

STAGE 5 
Connect the 42" x 1/2"NKG
(No Kink Tubing) to the pump outlet
with a snap clamp.

go to page 2 for STAGE 6

IMPORTANT - WINTER CARE

Winter Ice build-up can cause damage to concrete statuary. Follow these tips to reduce winter weathering to your fountain: 

• Disconnect power to pumps.
• Remove adapter from bottom bowl to open drains and let all moisture out. Keep drains open throughout winter.
• Place an absorbant material  like burlap, blankets etc inside vases/bowls and cover all with a fountain cover.
• Do not allow snow or ice to build up on or against the  concrete. Remove snow before it turns to ice. Do not use  
 salt or chemical ice removers as these may damage concrete.

ADVISORY NOTICE

HEAVY ITEMS!
Please take care when
handling these items
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STAGE 6 
Set the 7771 Large Fern Base in the bowl and
pull the tubing up through the 7771 Base.
 
STAGE 7
Thread the Stand Pipe into the 6770 Large Classical
Bowl. Then lift the 6770 onto the 7771 Base, pulling the 
tubing up through the Stand Pipe as you set the Bowl
on the Base.
 
STAGE 8 
Assemble tubing, tee, clamps, and restrictor as
shown in inset diagram above right.  Then set
the 7768 Riser Pedestal over this
assembly as shown.
 
STAGE 9
Place the 6767 Bowl on the Riser Pedestal.
Pull the tubing up and seal it snugly with a stopper. 
 
STAGE 10
Set the 6768 Small Bowl / Riser Pedestal on
the 6767 and pull the tube up throughout
as you set it down.
 
STAGE 11
Slip the top end of the tube into the bottom
of the 5768 Finial and slip it in further as you
put it down. The tube should run almost to
the top of the finial.  (Adjusting the position
of this tube in the finial will affect the water
flow. The water will flow more aggressively
if the tube is at the surface and more
gently when the tube terminates
down inside the finial.) 
 
STAGE 12
Fill with water.  Connect your pump to
the power supply. Adjust the restrictor as
needed to balance the water action.
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